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The Richness of a Narrative Arrest: Performance and Scenic Composition in the Cinema of 

William Wyler 

Johannes Riis 

Manuscript accepted for publication, 11 August, 2021 in Projections – Journal for Movies and Mind 

 

The work of Hollywood director William Wyler offers a rewarding case for studying the 

narrative purposes of rhythmic variations. By halting dramatic progression during key scenes, 

Wyler seemingly expands the characters’ worlds with meanings in the spectator’s eyes. My 

study distinguishes between two kinds of narrative arrests in Wyler’s films, 1935-1970. The 

unfocused arrests are critical for Wyler’s art and depend on actors’ techniques for adding 

emphasis and Wyler’s for creating pictorial diversions. Finally, I show how changing 

technologies and narrative norms constrained Wyler’s later work. 

 

Keywords: William Wyler; André Bazin; performance; acting; emotions; style; aesthetics 

 

Writing in the late 1940s, critic André Bazin saw William Wyler as a self-effacing director who 

made sure to place “no colouration or refractivity” between the spectator and the story, 

embracing a “style without a style.” (Bazin 2009: 57) Even though Bazin would later come to favor 

art house directors who treated characters as more or less unknowable, he appreciated how 

Wyler’s depth of field liberated spectators from the director’s guidance, letting spectators glance 

at events as they unfolded in separate picture planes. Bazin’s praise for Wylers’ The Little Foxes 

(1941) and The Best Years of Our Lives (1946), in addition to Orson Welles’ Citizen Kane (1941), 

also with Greg Toland in charge of photography, has defined depth-of-field as a storytelling 

technique with peculiar characteristics. 
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In 1968, the influential critic Andrew Sarris put Wyler in a group whose work is characterized 

by the phrase “less than meets the eye.” (Sarris 1968: ch. 5) Even though more recent critics have 

argued that there is more to be found—especially when we look for class structure, imaginative 

literary adaptations, the recurrent motif of staircases, and political activism—Wyler’s association 

with visual design may have been unhelpful (see, respectively, Miller 2013: 13; Sinyard 2013: 3; 

Grob 2015: 162; Kozloff 2008). Wyler’s reliance on depth of field in the 1940s has put Greg Toland, 

a gifted director of photography, on critics’ board while rendering the director’s touch more or 

less invisible (Bordwell 1985; Cowan 2017; Beach 2015). Wyler’s career stretches across 

technological changes as he transitioned to post-recording sound—presumably enabling his actors 

to move and deliver lines in a fluent manner—while other changes, in particular widescreen and 

color film, constrained his depth of field. The heterogeneous nature of Wyler’s work, which spans 

almost fifty years and a variety of genres, may have worked against our appreciation of a distinct 

style or technique.  

To appreciate Wyler, we can take our cue from the influential critic, Pauline Kael’s praise of 

The Heiress (1949), claiming that “Wyler’s greatness here is that he can hold the elements of the 

film in his palm without constricting the actors.” (Kael 1982: 327) What is at stake is not only 

aesthetic hierarchies, such as the role of performances and editing, but also our understanding of 

slow-paced storytelling as a source of richness, a style that critics have paid less attention to than 

the time-juggling narratives and ambiguous subjectivity that is characteristic of another strand of 

1940s Hollywood (see Bordwell 2017). The richness of Wyler’s work is hinted at, I believe, in 

Bazin’s claim that depth of field liberates spectators from directors’ guidance, but his claim raises 
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the issue of other forms of guidance. An emotionally intense performance arguably exerts a 

powerful force, for example pulling spectators’ attention towards specific story implications. 

Performance critics have long paid attention to the role of pausing and stretching, for example 

how they leave room to appreciate sensory properties of a performance (see, for example, Affron 

1977; Klevan 2012). Similarly, critics have studied acting in Wyler’s films from the perspective of 

individual actors (see esp. Shingler 1999, 2010; Thomas 2015). I wish to take a broader perspective 

by studying performers’ pacing with an eye to narrative purposes. I will assume that performers 

guide spectators’ attention when, for example, varying their pace of delivery or gesturing 

expressively. A study of such guiding powers may, in turn, reveal important rhythmic features of 

Wyler’s films. Conceptually, I will be drawing on, on the one hand, a theory of emotions that lets 

us focus on situational properties, and, on the other hand, the framework from André Bazin’s 

“William Wyler, the Jansenist of Mise en Scène.” (Bazin 2009) 

My hypothesis is that by distinguishing between two kinds of narrative arrests in Wyler’s film, 

we can better appreciate some of his most acclaimed works. Here, a narrative arrest means that 

the pressure of new information, appraised by the spectator as critical to the character’s situation, 

is weakened by Wyler and his actors. In examining my hypothesis, I have identified moments of 

pauses and arrests in the 25 feature films from 1935 to 1970 for which Wyler is credited as 

director.i Even though I haven’t found moments that engage the spectator to perform an act of 

expansive imagination in all of them, I have found enough to merit our attention. Wyler’s arrests 

can make the characters’ world seem to expand in the eyes of the spectator, liberating the scene 

from the here-and-now, opening up to a host of implications. 

 

Balance, Counterbalance, and Emphatic Powers of Expressiveness 
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In studying the narrative purpose of expressivity in performance, I have found that too much focus 

on expressions that are distinctive to emotions can lead us to overlook essential acting techniques 

such as the actor’s pauses and pacing. Similarly, too much attention to narrative arrests that are 

suspenseful—a matter of life and death, as it were—may lead us to overlook arrests that call for a 

more wide-ranging reflection. 

My conceptual point of departure is André Bazin’s “William Wyler, the Jansenist of Mise en 

Scène” from 1948 (Bazin 2009). Perhaps because Bazin is not yet as committed to Italian 

Neorealism of the late 1940s and early 1950s, he looks at Wyler’s mise en scène not as a prelude 

to, especially, Roberto Rossellini’s ambiguity, but to understand the compositional principles at 

work. Bazin focuses on balance and counterbalance, perhaps reflecting his interest in the classical 

norms of rhetoric (Watts 2011: 215). In his essay, Bazin addresses the death scene from The Little 

Foxes (1941) and briefly Mrs. Miniver (1942) before putting The Best Years of Our Lives (1946) at 

the center of his analysis.  

<Callout 1 about here> 

According to Bazin, “Wyler particularly likes to build his mise-en-scène around the tension 

created by the coexistence in a shot of two actions of unequal significance.” (Bazin 2009: 65) In 

two key scenes from The Best Years of Our Lives, Bazin demonstrates how Wyler foregrounds 

insignificant characters while putting a turning point in the background. In a pivotal bar scene, 

Homer (Harold Russell) plays the piano with his hooks in the foreground. At the same time, Fred 

(Dana Andrews), in the very background, makes a phone call and breaks up with Peggy, the love of 

his life who also happens to be the daughter of Al, his friend (Fredric March) who disapproves of 

their affections (see figure 1). Bazin argues that Wyler “set out at once to counterbalance and to 

reinforce” the action in the phone booth by ensuring that the foregrounded event is exciting and, 
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in addition, involves one of the three veterans for whom we have already come to feel sympathy 

(Bazin 2009: 64). Bazin points out that Wyler has made sure that spectators cannot ignore the 

foregrounded action because “they are also interested in the fate of the disabled sailor and 

because not every day does one see someone playing a piano with hooks for hands.” (Bazin 2009: 

64). 

{PLACE FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE} 

 
Figure 1. In the background, Fred (Dana Andrews) is making a phone call that Al (Fredric 

March), top right, is uncomfortably watching while he listens to Homer (Harold Russell), in the 

foreground, who learns to play the piano in The Best Years of Our Lives (RKO Radio Pictures, 1946) 

 

Interestingly, Bazin’s attention to balance and counterbalance is prescient of how art historian 

Rudolf Arnheim would apply the concept of balance to pictorial analysis. According to Arnheim, a 

property of pictures is an interplay of tensions that “are as inherent in any percept as size, shape, 

location, or color. Because they have magnitude and direction, these tensions can be described as 

psychological ‘forces.’” (Arnheim 1954: 11) In Bazin’s framework, the psychological forces at work 

depend on the spectator’s appraisal of characters’ stakes. When discussing the disabled sailor 

whose fate we care about, Bazin implies that the foreground and background can compete for our 

attention. They compete for different reasons, such as position and narrative significance, since 
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the piano-playing’s “visual presence is in reverse proportion to its dramatic significance.” (Bazin 

2009: 64) 

Another distinctive feature of Bazin’s approach is his attention to temporal techniques. 

Speaking of the bar scene, in The Best Years of Our Lives, he argues that “the diversion at the 

piano allows him, first of all, to prolong as long as necessary a scene which would have seemed 

endless and necessarily monotonous otherwise.” (Bazin 2009: 64) To prevent the foregrounded 

piano-playing from overpowering the phone call at the back, Wyler cuts to what Bazin calls back-

up shots, re-directing the spectator’s eye to Fred and Al, by cutting from a three-shot to a two-

shot of Fred and Al (Bazin 2009: 65). According to Bazin, the wedding scene in The Best Years of 

Our Lives has a similar structure due to a foregrounded wedding between Homer and Wilma 

(Cathy O’Donnell) and an unresolved separation of Fred (Dana Andrews) and Peggy (Teresa 

Wright) that lingers in the background. 

If we wish to understand the narrative purposes of Wyler’s techniques for prolonging a pivotal 

moment, it is fruitful to look more broadly for purposes of emphasis and stress. In a study of film 

rhythm after the transition to sound, film historian Lea Jacobs argues that we may think of rhythm 

independently of its quasi-musical origin. According to Jacobs, rhythmic features serve the 

“coordination of line readings, blocking, camera work, and editing to manage the flow of the scene 

by creating punctual moments of emphasis and stress.” (Jacobs 2015: 169) Viewed in terms of 

punctual moments of emphasis and stress, Bazin’s attention to balance and counterbalance is 

even more rewarding. For example, in the bar scene in The Best Years of Our Lives, the worried 

and anxious glances of Fredric March direct the spectator’s attention toward the crucial event in 

the phone booth. Because of Wyler’s effort at stretching and prolonging by means of a diversion, 

actor and director jointly create a moment of emphasis and stress. 
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To appreciate the communicative functions of expressiveness, we may recall how recognition 

of facial expressions can set up narrative expectations. As demonstrated by Noël Carroll, a facial 

expression that is distinctive to, for example, fear can prompt the spectator to selectively look for 

events that might have caused such fear (Carroll 1993). However, character emotions need not 

always rely on a distinctive expression. Fredrich March’s glances toward Dana Andrews add 

emphasis to what happens in the phone booth and serve, thanks to Wyler’s orchestration, to let 

the narrative define character emotions. March’ worried glances are representative of a kind of 

expressiveness that includes pausing and changes in pacing that we can consider indistinct. 

How we conceptualize emotions makes a difference to how we study performances (see also 

Riis 2017). A situational definition of emotion is particularly suited for studying rhythmic features, 

such as pauses and pacing, the functions of indistinct expressiveness in general. According to Nico 

Frijda, a psychologist and authority on emotions, different terms for emotion can reflect how 

emotional occurrences are distinctive in virtue of situational properties (Frijda 1986: 208-14). For 

example, the situational meanings of terms such as guilt and shame differ according to who the 

victims or the agents are; someone else is harmed in guilt, whereas with shame, the subject harms 

herself. Since they depend on situational distinctiveness, guilt and shame may share the same 

expression along with, for example, shyness, such as a downwards glance. The implication is that 

we can look for ways in which actors’ indistinct expressiveness can prompt the spectator to draw 

on information that Wyler has already put in place.  

 

Focused and Unfocused Arrests 

In the analysis of depth of field, it is helpful to distinguish between shallow and deep focus, that is, 

what in the scene remains sharp or what is allowed to be blurry. In the analysis of Wyler’s cinema, 
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I have found it helpful to distinguish between two types of narrative arrests, depending on how 

narrow or broad the scene directs spectator’s attention. In a focused arrest, the spectator is 

directed towards a narrow implication, for instance, an imminent threat. In contrast, in an 

unfocused arrest, the spectator’s attention may drift to more global aspects of characters’ 

situation. 

 In my distinction between focused and unfocused arrests, the extent to which the actor 

conveys urgency is critical. In Nico Frijda’s analytic framework, urgency reflects how situations 

“differ according to the degree to which they require immediate response,” and only one of 

several situational components (Frijda 1986: 206). In my distinction between types of arrests, 

urgency is the key. In a focused arrest, spectators’ appraisal that a response is urgently required 

functions as an attentional pulling force. In contrast, the relative lack of urgency in an unfocused 

arrest weakens the attentional pull, allowing the spectator to consider information and 

implications in a more free-ranging fashion. 

 <Callout 2 about here> 

 As an example of a focused arrest that narrowly constrains spectators’ cognition, consider a 

scene from The Little Foxes. Bazin discusses the scene from The Little Foxes because of how Wyler 

places Regina (Bette Davis) in the foreground as Horace (Herbert Marshall), exceedingly out of 

focus, in and out of frame, stumbles to his death in the background. What makes this a focused 

arrest, in my scheme of things, is the spectator’s attribution of urgency. Bette Davis’ expression—

outright fear to the extent that suggests paralysis—plays an important role in focusing our 

attention on the frightening aspects of the background event. Due to the high stakes, the 

spectator’s attention is focally directed to Horace’s struggle and the implications if he survives.  
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 In contrast, a scene from Mrs. Miniver (1942), unnoticed in Bazin’s Jansenist article, provides a 

case of an unfocused arrest. The eponymous Mrs. Miniver (Greer Garson) sits next to Carol 

(Teresa Wright) and watches a staircase in silence, anxiously waiting for Vin (Richard Ney) to 

return downstairs. Moments earlier, Vin had just proposed to Carol with his family present when 

the phone rings, and he is called to deploy to his Air Force base due to an imminent airstrike. 

Wyler cuts back and forth between frontal two-shots of the mother and fiancé (figure 2) and a 

view from behind them, towards the staircase (figure 3). The sequence that preceded it, their 

silence, and the staircase all prompt the spectator to consider implications for the women. 

Effectively, the highlighted staircase serves as a diversion while anticipating Vin’s descent and 

departure.  

 

{PLACE FIGURE 2-3 ABOUT HERE} 

Figure 2-3. Carol (Teresa Wright) and Mrs. Miniver (Greer Garson) await the return of Vin, 

who is upstairs packing, in Mrs. Miniver (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1942). 

 

 Unlike the scene from The Little Foxes, Teresa Wright and Greer Garson downplay any sense 

of urgency. Although there is a suggestion of helplessness in Wright’s performance, it does not 

amount to outright sadness. In any case, there is indistinct expressiveness on the face of Garson to 

counterbalance it. Vin’s marriage proposal, assumptions about their situation in wartime England, 
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and assumptions about social norms for in-laws all “feed” the spectator’s meaning-making. Since 

the staircase serves, following Bazin, “at once to counterbalance and to reinforce the action” of 

Mrs. Miniver and Carol, it acts like a diversion. 

 <Callout 3 about here> 

 Bazin's scenes in his Jansenist article focus on pictorial depth of field, but by looking instead 

for the extent to which performer expressiveness suggest urgency, we can identify distinct 

narrative purposes. Narrative arrests for the creation of suspense are well-known, often 

conceptualized by drawing on Wyler’s contemporary, Alfred Hitchcock. In contrast, narrative 

arrests that serve to add emphasis and prompt an act of expansive imagination have, to my 

knowledge, not been conceptualized. William Wyler’s use of the device shows how there is more 

to his technique than slowing storytelling pace or, for that matter, cutting to a distant view. 

Wyler’s techniques include, first, a visual diversion to stretch and prolong in the middle of a critical 

scene. Second, he brings spectators close to actors’ indistinct expressiveness, prompting an 

imaginative act. Third, he ensures that substantial narrative information has already been put in 

place, letting spectators draw on a range of scenes. Many brilliantly executed scenes suggest that 

we can think of Wyler as a master of narrative arrests, albeit for different purposes than 

Hitchcock. 

 Furthermore, the concept of an unfocused arrest can shed light on André Bazin’s aesthetic 

preferences in his influential essay, “The Evolution of the Language of Cinema.” (Bazin 1967) This 

is a composite of three essays, written between 1950 and 1955, and views Wyler as part of a trend 

in the early 1940s, including Citizen Kane. André Bazin felt that depth of field called for a more 

active spectator than one who relies on the guidance of editing and close-ups (Bazin 1967: 35-36). 

Although he praises the mise en scène of The Little Foxes—in my view, a focused arrest—Bazin 
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also felt that Wyler’s narrative lacked the ambiguity that is possible with the unity of image in 

space and time (Bazin 1967: 34, 36). However, as we have seen, ambiguity in a shot depends not 

only on pictorial properties such as depth and editing but also on performances, especially 

expressiveness. 

 Bazin’s preferred kind of ambiguity is arguably better understood by looking for unfocused 

arrests. It is not so much a question of letting the spectator decide for herself whether to look at 

the foreground or background, but letting the spectator’s attention, at least in some of the cases, 

wander beyond the actions urgently necessitated. Eye-tracking experiments have demonstrated 

that spectators tend to glance at the same parts of the picture in narrative films (Smith 2012). 

However, it does not follow from this finding that the spectator’s attention, when considering 

situational meanings, cannot move to global aspects. A work that Bazin praises for its exemplary 

treatment of ambiguity, Roberto Rossellini’s Germania anno zero/Germany Year Zero (1948) 

provides a striking example (Bazin 1967: 37). During the final sequence, stretched and prolonged 

until the protagonist’s suicide, the performer’s (Edmund Moeschke) mask of playful actions calls 

for an active contribution. The sequence prompts the spectator to perform an act of expansive 

imagination in part because suggestions of urgency is absent from the performance. Equally 

important, Rossellini diverts attention to the devastated buildings that surrounds the protagonist. 

 

Unfocused Arrests in the Service of Theme 

Wyler’s unfocused arrests serve not only to enrich specific scenes but, in different forms, as a 

thematic extension of the film as a work. The concept of a theme raises several questions 

concerning the kinds of claims that a critic can make in saying that a film is about a specific thing, 

mainly whether a theme necessarily reflects character concerns (see Lamarque 2014; Bordwell 
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1989: 170-81). I will assume, here, that to speak of a theme, at a minimum, we need to be able to 

generalize from character concerns to an aboutness claim. 

 It is a small step, especially in the staircase scene from Mrs. Miniver, to say that the 

implications of Vin’s departure capture what the entire film is about since the theme of female 

bravery at home during wartime is implied in the scene. In another wartime feature, The Best 

Years of Our Lives, the dilemmas of Al and Fred are independent of the veteran theme at the 

center of the narrative. If a theme is reflected in the unfocused arrest at the bar, it is a sub-theme: 

the class-based differences that emerge when soldiers become civilians. 

 The power of an unfocused arrest may depend on where Wyler places the arrest in the film as 

a whole. Consider a shot of George Hurstwood (Laurence Olivier) in Carrie (1952), as he sits and 

rocks, halfway in profile, in a rocking chair, close to the wall, in a long shot. In the previous scene, 

he was too ashamed to contact his wealthy son, a connection that might have offered a way out of 

poverty. The implications were, in principle, available in the previous scene, but with the rocking 

chair shot Wyler offers spectators a space in which they can fully consider Hurstwood’s decline. 

Even though the spectator has been a witness to his fall from society’s upper echelons, the 

previous scenes have been sufficiently fast-paced for their implications to remain subdued until 

very near the end when they have accumulated. The distant shot of Hurstwood in the rocking 

chair is extraordinarily rich because of previous scenes’ implications. 

 Unfocused arrests can be viewed as a natural extension of a narrative pace that generally 

leaves room for the spectator to discover the implications of dialogue. In a scene from The Heiress 

(1949), Dr. Sloper (Ralph Richardson) has asked Mrs. Montgomery (Betty Linley), the older sister of 

Morris (Montgomery Clift), to come to his office to inquire about the moral character of Morris, 

his potential son-in-law. While Mrs. Montgomery, in the foreground, fondles a photograph of the 
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late Mrs. Sloper, Catherine (Olivia de Havilland) and her father, in the background, glance 

anxiously towards the photograph, uncomfortable that a guest has picked it up in such a casual 

manner. Wyler stages his actors in multiple planes. Due to the spectator’s awareness, from 

previous scenes, of Dr. Sloper’s regrets that his daughter fails to meet the standard of his late wife, 

Wyler can load a seemingly trivial dialogue with rich implications for the spectator to discover. 

 Concerning diversions, we may also look for ways in which Wyler fosters the resonance of, on 

one hand, landscape and decor and, on the other, the predicament of characters. During the 

fistfight between Jim McKay (Gregory Peck) and Steve Leech (Charlton Heston) in The Big Country 

(1958), Wyler alternates between portraying the fight in a detailed manner that emphasizes the 

men’s painful effort and portraying the fight as an insignificant event in the vast country. A theme 

that is evoked during this prolonged, five-minute sequence is, arguably, the futility of male strife 

since men will occupy the stage of the particular piece of land for only a brief moment. Notably, 

the extreme long shots divert our attention to the landscape and sunrise, away from the fight, 

effectively halting the narrative progression. 

 <Callout 4 about here> 

 The unfocused arrest relies on information that Wyler has previously put in place, and the 

ending of Roman Holiday (1953) offers a striking example. Having met the day before and falling in 

love during a day of touring Rome, Princess Anne (Audrey Hepburn) and Joe Bradley, a reporter 

(Gregory Peck), meet again at a crowded press conference. Once Anne has announced that she 

will greet the ladies and gentlemen of the press, Wyler lines up a long line of press representatives 

whom she has to greet before she is reunited with Joe (see figure 4). After more than ten 

greetings and a minute of screen duration, she finally gets to shake hands with Joe Bradley with a 

controlled “So happy, Mister Bradley!”  
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{PLACE FIGURE 4 ABOUT HERE} 

Figure 4. Princess Anne (Audrey Hepburn) greets a series of reporters before she gets to shake 

hands with Joe Bradley (Gregory Peck), left, front, in Roman Holiday (Paramount Pictures, 1953). 

 

To the extent that the many separate greetings are unimportant to the story of Princess Anne 

and Joe Bradley, we may speak of, as Bazin put it, “the tension created by the coexistence in a 

shot of two actions of unequal significance.” In the hands of another director, the stretching and 

prolonging might have been used to create suspense by repeatedly cutting to a close-up of Joe 

Bradley, anxiously awaiting her. In Wyler’s hands, however, Joe Bradley does not seem particularly 

worried and, surprisingly, his close-up only enters as Anne greets the ninth person in line (for a 

discussion of the scene, see also Kozloff 2000: 106ff). In Bazin’s terms, Anne’s greetings—

displaying an impressive command of languages—are diversions and prevent the shot from 

appearing endless and monotonous. It is a diversion that leaves room for the spectator to consider 

the rich implications of their love and reunion, not unlike how the final shot of Joe, exiting the 

palace, leaves room for the spectator to consider the love that might have been. 

 

Acting Techniques for Creating Emphasis 
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Just as critics have acknowledged Greg Toland, director of photography, we may look at 

performers as important collaborators for depth of field’s storytelling power. As suggested by 

Pauline Kael, speaking about his ability to hold together everything in his palm without 

constricting his actors, we can look for how performers enable narrative arrests. 

Studying performances with an eye to the rhythmic function of “creating punctual moments 

of emphasis and stress,” as defined by Lea Jacobs, above, should prove particularly rewarding 

since Wyler’s depth of field makes considerable demands on actors’ coordination of line delivery 

with movements and gestures. A study of Hollywood’s ubiquitous use of acting coaches and acting 

classes after the transition to sound indicates that sound created a strong demand for skilled 

performers who could deliver their lines in a repeatable and adjustable way while hitting their 

marks on the floor (Baron 1999). Even more demanding, pauses and pacing call for the actor’s 

judgment about how much narrative information spectators can bring into play. A pause that is 

too short may fail to evoke a full range of implications; too long and the delay may become 

disconnected from situational properties of the narrative. 

For his line delivery in The Heiress, Ralph Richardson depends on a developed sense of timing. 

Consider, for example, a scene from The Heiress, dependent on Richardson’s creation of a series of 

narrative emphases. Having met Morris only once, the same night, before taking off to work, Dr. 

Sloper (Richardson) is taken aback when his daughter tells him that Morris has proposed to her. 

Richardson conveys his character’s shock through two long pauses, which stand out from the rest 

of his line delivery. Richardson’s first pause is stretched for five seconds and follows Havilland’s 

line that her character is “engaged to be married.” As their dialogue develops, she declares that 

Morris “is everything a woman could want, and he wants me!” and this is met by a second pause 

of more than ten seconds as he gets up from his chair. 
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Bazin’s concept of diversion let us understand the compositional principles of Richardson’s 

performance. While Richardson signals his role’s surprise, during his first pause, he constantly 

moves his eyes, his posture frozen, suggesting difficulty in coping with what she said. At the same 

time, his glances and movements, like his tone of voice, draw attention to the lines’ verbal 

content. For his second and longer pause, Richardson again provides room for the spectator to 

discover the implications of Havilland’s lines. As Bazin saw it, diversions serve to stretch and 

prolong a turning point without the risk of appearing endless and monotonous. Richardson’s 

performance displays a kind of flourish that is indistinct to any particular emotions yet serves to 

extend and prolong while also emphasizing the marriage proposal. 

Another British actor, no less gifted in organizing emphases and suggestions, is Laurence 

Olivier. The ending of Wuthering Heights (1939) features an equally demanding scene, 

demonstrating Olivier’s skill around three trajectories. This is a scene in which his role, Heathcliff, 

reunites and forgives the love of his life, Cathy (Merle Oberon), as she is about to die. Olivier 

divides their reunion into a series of what is called, in actor’s training for script analysis, units of 

action (Baron 2013). Olivier’s trajectories, pauses and changes in pacing merits attention for the 

actor’s ability to use depth of field as a remarkably structured performance space. 

The first trajectory is a slow and anxious movement towards Cathy, lying in bed and asleep, as 

he enters her bedroom. Having run up the stairs, he stops and silently closes the door while 

watching her (see figure 5), then moves to the end of her bed rather than the side of her bed. This 

allows him to continue his movement towards her once she has awakened from sleep, making his 

trajectory exceptionally long and with multiple stops. A second trajectory, quick and brisk, moves 

away from her in anger, again with an intermediate step as he delivers his line with his profile 

towards her (“My tears don’t love you, Cathy. They blight and curse and damn you!”), and then a 
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series of lines with his back towards her, in a state of more intense anger (“You wandered off like 

a wanton, greedy child to break your heart and mine!”). A third and quicker trajectory is towards 

her (in response to “Heathcliff, forgive me! We have so little time”), and it ends in holding and 

kissing her before she takes her final breaths. 

Significantly, Olivier varies the pace of his trajectories. The first, towards the bed, is slow to 

convey his role’s insecurity and gentleness in approaching her bed, but, even so, he punctuates 

the moment in which he enters the room and sees Cathy. He stands at the door for seventeen 

seconds with only minimal “stage business,” such as closing the door (figure 6), drawing the 

spectator’s eye. His inaction—or narrative arrest—prompts the spectator to fully take in a pivotal 

moment. Heathcliff has not been alone with Cathy for long, and he fears for her life. His static 

positioning at the door contrasts with his brisk run up the stairs, and the contrast is sufficient to 

signal the stakes, making close-ups unnecessary. Olivier’s three trajectories in the lovers’ reunion 

of Wuthering Heights serve different purposes. Only the first functions to “open up” the situation 

to a host of implications in a form that resonates beyond the scene. 

{PLACE FIGURE 5 ABOUT HERE} 

 
Figure 5. Heathcliff (Laurence Olivier) closes the door to the bedroom of Cathy (Merle 

Oberon) in Wuthering Heights (The Samuel Goldwyn Company, 1939).  
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The extent to which Wyler relied on actors for pauses and pacing is telling of a period’s acting 

norms and critical to Wyler’s storytelling. Richardson’s and Olivier’s use of varied pacing, pauses, 

glances, and facial expressions, or small pieces of stage business, such as closing a door or fetching 

a cigar, do not convey a particular emotion but serve instead to bring into play an array of 

meanings. Olivier and Richardson effectively connect expressiveness with what spectators have 

already learned through indistinct forms of expressiveness. 

<Callout 5 about here> 

 

Technological and Normative Constraints 

We will need to consider the implications of changing technology and norms of acting and 

storytelling if we wish to understand why critics such as Andrew Sarris thought less of Wyler’s later 

cinema. Even Bazin, his foremost admirer, added a note ten years after the original publication of 

his Jansenist article, claiming he would not have devoted so much space “to a filmmaker to whom 

time has been most unkind.” (Bazin 2009: 72)  

Wyler’s films, from 1935 and onwards, stem from a time when actors were adept at 

coordinating and shaping their performances while, at the same time, post-recording sound 

technology allowed for fluid editing (Jacobs 2012). I wish to highlight here how sound re-recording 

and mixing enables depth of field as a performance space. In a mature example of sound mixing, 

the bar scene from The Best Years of Our Lives, we can hear the offscreen sound of a coin 

dropping in the phone booth, at the other end of the bar, during a close-up of Fredric March. 

Consider also the range of sound in the reunion scene from Jezebel (1938) when Henry Fonda 

delivers his “Oh, Julie.” His delivery approximates a whisper, as though the microphone is next to 

his mouth, effectively adding to his role’s awe at the sight of Julie in a white dress. A decade later, 
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given that post-recording sound had become a standard in Hollywood, we should assume that the 

fluidity of line delivery, for example in The Heiress (1949), is due in large part to line dubbing. 

If sound technology effectively enabled a kind of auditory depth of field for the actor’s voice, 

from the late 1930s, the widescreen formats that emerged in the 1950s posed problems to depth 

of field as a performance space. In On the History of Film Style, David Bordwell’s magisterial 

overview of historical staging techniques, he argues that the adoption of widescreen and color led 

to a compression of depth. Directors coped by means of “clothes-line” staging, putting actors on 

the same plane, perpendicularly to the camera axis, before moving to a greater reliance on close-

ups (Bordwell 1997: 237-52). One of the problems was the anamorphic lenses that minimized 

depth of focus and tended to distort the visual appearance of actors in depth.  

My study of Wyler’s widescreen cinema suggests that scenes with unfocused arrests play a 

lesser role than his films in Academy aspect ratio. The Academy ratio, the institutionally favored 

aspect ratio during the first decades of sound film, has “squarish” proportions (1.37:1), conducive 

to stacking actors in multiple planes and keeping their heads relatively close together. In contrast, 

widescreen and color have a relative lack of sharpness in terms of depth of field, explaining the 

scarcity of a diversion in the foreground or background in his later films. We can find them in other 

forms, such as the five-minute fistfight at dawn in The Big Country (1958), perhaps because 

Wyler’s epic allows for a slow-paced narrative. 

Another case is Ben Hur (1959), shot in Ultra Panavision 70, similar to MGM Camera 65 (also 

branded as UltraVision). When unfolded, the ratio of width to height is 2.76:1. As a result, one is 

hard-pressed to find a dialogue scene with a narrative arrest and depth of field. Still, perhaps the 

best example is the reunion between Judah Ben Hur (Charlton Heston) and Messala (Stephen 

Boyd), early in the film as Messala visits the Hur family’s palace. The company of four, including 
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Ben Hur’s mother and sister, sit and chat on a line perpendicular to the camera’s lens, positioned 

on a single plane, while they glance into the yard with their backs to the camera. The background 

effectively serves as a hazy diversion while we listen to Messala’s bragging about Roman brutality. 

Scenes that might have benefitted from the thematic depth and richness of an unfocused 

arrest tend to aid suspenseful arrests in Wyler’s later films. The Children’s Hour (1961) displays 

compositions in depth, likely because it is shot in black and white, unlike the rest of Wyler’s films 

from the late 1950s and onward, allowing for deep-focus cinematography, yet it favors focused 

arrests to create suspense. A case in point is the confrontational scene in which the two 

schoolteachers have come to Amelia’s house. Compared to the staircase from Mrs. Miniver (figure 

2-3), the shot from Children’s Hour is an example of a focused arrest (see figure 6). The inclusion of 

the student in the background sets up expectations that she will join the others. Importantly, Fay 

Bainter’s performance, as the student’s grandmother, effectively anchors the spectator’s attention 

narrowly on the here-and-now due to the suggestion of urgency. 

 

{PLACE FIGURE 6 ABOUT HERE} 

Figure 6. Amelie (Fay Bainter), left, is hurt by the realization that her granddaughter, Mary 

(Karen Balkin), on the stairs, has been telling damaging lies about her teachers, as one of Mary’s 

friends from school, front, right, cries and her mother aids Amelie, middle, in The Children’s Hour 

(United Artists, 1961). 
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In addition to technological constraints, Wyler’s post-1940s work may have responded to 

changing norms in storytelling and acting. One of the important developments of the 1950s is the 

use of emotionally intense pauses by the lead actor, suggesting urgency as though a response is 

about to happen. As a prototypical example, consider Marlon Brando’s explosion of anger in the 

line, “How about cutting the rebop?” in response to Blanche’s (Vivien Leigh) flirting and self-

flattering stories in Elia Kazan’s A Streetcar Named Desire (1951). Brando has been silent while she 

has circled him, allowing him to build up to a raw outburst. There is a similar instance of a long 

pause, followed by a burst of crying when James Dean confronts his father's lies about his mother 

as Cal in Elia Kazan’s East of Eden (1954). 

Both instances indicate a new generation’s acting norms. André Bazin argued that what he 

called the Kazan School fostered a sense of interiority and “immediate impulses whose link with 

the inner life cannot be read immediately.” (Bazin 1985: 100) What Bazin saw as “immediate 

impulses whose link with the inner life cannot be read immediately” is, in my theoretical scheme, 

the result of the spectator’s inability to draw on situational meanings in defining character 

emotions. The actors’ suggestion of urgency draws spectators’ attention to what the character 

might be hiding, and what is about to happen. 

We find relatively little in Wyler’s films that resemble the Kazan School’s use of pauses before 

outbursts. A performance that comes close is Anthony Zerbe’s as Willie Worth in Wyler’s final 

work, The Liberation of L.B. Jones (1970). Willie Worth, a white officer who has had an affair and 

impregnated the wife of L.B. Jones (Roscoe Lee Browne), a prominent black citizen, enters Jones’ 

kitchen to intimidate and persuade Jones to drop a divorce filing. Zerbe organizes his delivery 

around a circling trajectory, around a table, allowing him to halt movement to emphasize 
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threatening lines, pass Browne and then stop again, his back to Browne, only to smash his hands 

against the wall in an outburst of anger. With his back to Browne, he can empower his anger and 

suggest something hidden, dangerous, and unpredictable. 

This conception of character as unknowable and unpredictable is not characteristic of Wyler’s 

characters. As a rule, Wyler favored less intense emotions that prompt spectators to draw on 

previous scenes. The silent glances of Dana Andrews and Teresa Wright, during the final scene of 

The Best Years of Our Lives, speak volumes because they resonate with previous events. The 

exception to the rule is, seemingly, Martha Dobie’s (Shirley MacLaine) hidden lesbian love in The 

Children’s Hour. Still, Wyler makes no special arrangements such as lingering on Martha for 

extended periods, suggestive of an unknowable interiority. Similarly, the abductor, Freddie 

(Terence Stamp) in The Collector (1965), is partly driven by hidden urges. Importantly, he differs 

from the Kazan School since Terence Stamp plays the part with a cool distance rather than 

withheld emotions that can lead to outbursts. Anthony Zerbe’s performance in the scene from The 

Liberation of L.B. Jones seems the sole bearer of a new generation’s norms. 

André Bazin’s praise of Rossellini’s Germany Year Zero, from the same year that he published 

his Jansenist article, may be symptomatic of changing storytelling norms. Segmented audiences 

may have rendered slow-paced narratives the province of art house directors, whereas William 

Wyler, in his later career, catered to mainstream audiences in popular genres. How to Steal a 

Million (1966), his comedy, and Funny Girl (1968), his musical, are both fast-paced; the same is 

true of The Children’s Hour and The Collector. Where an unfocused arrest might have added 

thematic richness, for instance, in the central couple’s conflict over money in Funny Girl, a focused 

arrest takes its place in the name of suspense. In a study of 1940s film culture, David Bordwell 

notes how Mrs. Miniver and The Best Years of Our Lives represented the period’s middle-brow 
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cinema, aimed at the professional class (Bordwell 2016: 27). Later audiences may have lacked the 

patience for his slowly paced adaptations, favoring either mainstream genres or directors like 

Roberto Rossellini. 

<Callout 6 about here> 

We find impressively constructed arrests in his work from the 1940s, particularly The Little 

Foxes, Mrs. Miniver, The Best Years of Our Lives and The Heiress, as well as, from the 1950s, Carrie, 

Roman Holiday and The Big Country. Unfortunately, they seem more or less absent in his later 

career. Many scenes in his 1930s films merit attention for depth of field, most notably a scene 

from Dodsworth (1936), as a foregrounded telephone diverts attention from the dialogue of Mary 

Astor and Walter Huston in the background. Similarly, the final shoot-out of The Westerner (1940) 

evokes a sense of eternity through décor and Wyler’s prolonged shots. Yet it appears to have 

taken years of practice for Wyler to put together the components of his unfocused arrests. In the 

end, his achievement may have been difficult to reconcile with a new period’s technology and 

norms. 

 

Conclusion 

Mise en scène criticism arose, in the footsteps of André Bazin, in the post-war period, to 

acknowledge Hollywood directors’ art. To appreciate their techniques, we will need to develop our 

concepts continuously; I posited a distinction between two types of narrative arrest. Bazin’s 

attention to Wyler’s diversions and balanced shots, in his Jansenist article, is exemplary for 

studying rhythmic compositions of scenes but we need to explain how actors can guide spectator’s 

attention, effectively adding weight to events. Actors’ suggestion of urgency exerts an attentional 

pull in drawing attention to the here-and-now. When actors downplay suggestions of urgency, 
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employing indistinct pacing and pausing, they can guide spectators’ attention in subtle ways that 

open the scene to vistas of meaning. 

Notably, Wyler’s use of depth of field is no more critical to his rhythmic purposes than his use 

of diversions or a certain type of expressiveness. Wyler depended on actors for adding emphasis, 

effectively letting them serve as co-agents in guiding attention, but even so his compositional 

mastery stands out both at the level of single scenes and entire works. One of the implications is 

that it may be unfair to think of unfocused arrests as an easily applicable signature style. Just as 

Hollywood’s transition to widescreen and color impaired depth of field, new storytelling norms 

jeopardized his slow pace and meticulous build-up. The extent to which a narrative arrest is 

focused or unfocused may be fluid and a matter of degree, especially as we consider a single 

performer’s pace of delivery, but even so, many scenes from Wyler’s work, 1935-1970, stand out 

as exceptionally unfocused. 

William Wyler’s characters become embedded in a transparent world that resonates with 

meaning during unfocused arrests. His technique of staging actors in multiple planes and relying 

on diversions and indistinct expressiveness need not be necessary for other directors to achieve a 

similar effect of richness. As a point of departure for examining other directors’ work, however, 

we could benefit by paying attention to how performances can evoke implications in an expansive 

manner. This may be particularly fruitful when a director stretches and prolongs a scene in a way 

that leaves room for the spectator’s imaginative contribution. 
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Callout 1: Wyler’s arrests, at least in some of his most acclaimed works, can perhaps be 

likened to a liberation since they effectively make the characters’ world seem to expand in the 

eyes of the spectator 

Callout 2: An unfocused arrest weakens the attentional pull of what is about to happen, 

allowing the spectator to consider information and implications in a more free-ranging fashion 

 Callout 3: Many brilliantly executed scenes suggest that we can think of Wyler as a master of 

narrative arrests, albeit for different purposes than Hitchcock 
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Callout 4: In the hands of another director, the stretching and prolonging might have been 

used to create suspense by repeatedly cutting to a close-up of Joe Bradley 

Callout 5: His static positioning at the door contrasts with his brisk run up the stairs, and the 

contrast is sufficient to signal the stakes, making close-ups unnecessary 

Callout 6: Where an unfocused arrest might have added thematic richness, for instance in the 

central couple’s conflict over money in Funny Girl, a focused arrest takes its place, creating a 

suspenseful dialogue 

 
 

i The Gay Deception, from 1935, credited to Wyler, has been unavailable. 


